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1st place & IPO German Champion IPO of ADRK 2015—Rainer Dersch with
Bambam vh Imp Houses
2nd place—Peter Baum with Amigo v Sittard
3rd place—Gerhard Diedrich with Emilio v Tanneneck
Helpers: Mario Bobrowski, Fabian Uebbing, and replacement Tim Werner
This article is based on my personal impressions.
Christian Wulff, ADRK IPO Judge
Rotweiler Kennel Störtebeker
Germany
The ADRK German Championship IPO in 2015 was held on 3-4 October in
Borken-Burlo in the National Group Westfalen. The district Borken-Burlo Group
had the event very well-organized. Everything was well-prepared: good track
area, very beautiful sports facility, and very good care of participants and
spectators. On both days, there was great weather with temperatures around
20° celsius with no rain—perfect conditions for a beautiful championship. This
year, 45 teams qualified, of which 41 teams were present at the start. During
the event, two teams were lost due to injury and one team was unfortunately
disqualified in protection work.
The tracking judge was Rüdiger Schmidt from the National Group Westfalen.
The track area was dirt farmland. Tracking was actually very demanding. In the
track, following predicates could be forgiven. Tracking statistics: Excellent: 9,
Very Good: 17, Good: 7, Satisfactory: 3, Deficient: 5
Twice the highest score of 100 was awarded: G. Dietrich with Emilio v
Tanneneck, and the only youth handler, Laura Mastenbrock with Gregi v
Nürnberger Land.

tracking field
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The obedience judge was the world
renowned and experienced judge Roland
Seibel. Roland judged fairly, and in my view,
at a high level. Only fully operating and
joyfully correct working dogs had the chance
to come at all close to a "Very Good" rating.
That, to me, is addressed contemporary and
modern!
Many dog handlers did not have their dogs
at present in a position to do justice to these
requirements. Unfortunately, an "Excellent"
rating in obedience could not be awarded in
this championship. The "Very Good" rating
was assigned only five times in these two
days.
Obedience statistics: Excellent: 0, Very
Good: 5, Good: 19, Satisfactory: 15,
Deficient: 1
Protection judge Richard Berning from the
L-R: 2nd place—Peter Baum with Amigo v Sittard;
National Group Westfalen taught very
1st place & German Champion IPO of ADRK 2015—Rainer Dersch with Bambam vh Imp Houses;
convincing and understandable. He attached
3rd place—Gerhard Diedrich with Emilio v Tanneneck
great importance to impressive work at
convincing grip performance and high
tractability of dogs. These requirements
were hard for many dogs to do justice to and
they seemed partly overstrained. The audience had to wait until the penultimate event before finally an "Excellent" rating was
awarded. I have to say that no one really had expected more in the stadium!
The team of Harald Bauer with his Ando of the Quant (Arras aus der Puppenstube son) could convince with high impulse and
willingness to work, full hard grips, and almost perfect tractability. The team received the highest score in protection work: 98V.
Helpers in protection work were Mario Bobrowski, Fabian Uebbing, and replacement Tim Werner. Mario Bobrowski incited very safe,
confident, and on both days, in my view fair and convincing. Fabian Uebbing seemed to me overwhelmed and technically still not
perfect on both days. He was partly motivated by and saw some dogs, but worse than they perhaps were.
Protection work statistics: Excellent: 1, Very Good: 12, Good: 18,
Satisfactory: 7, Disqualified: 1
German Champion 2015: Rainer Dersch with Bambam vd
Wichtelhäusern (Female)
96/93/95 = 284 Very Good
Second Place: Peter Baum with Amigo v Sittard
97/88/94 = 279 Very Good
Third Place: Gerhard Dietrich with Emilio v Tanneneck
100/88/90 = 278 Very Good
The next ADRK IPO Championship will be held on
October 1-2, 2016 in the National Group Niedersachsen (BG
Wolfenbüttel).
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